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In this third annual Intelliview, Opus Research and SymNex Consulting provide enterprise 

decision makers with competitive context for evaluating selected solution providers  

supporting secure customer contact experiences and fraud prevention. Intelligent  

Authentication (IAuth) captures a range of products and services beyond voice biometrics 

to include additional biometric factors (facial, fingerprint, behavioral), fraud detection, 

digital orchestration, and continuous authentication. This report evaluates 20 firms, both 

platform providers and core technology providers, to understand their completeness of 

offerings and ability to orchestrate capabilities into broader solutions that respond to 

emerging security threats and CX challenges. 
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Authentication Is Every Company’s First Impression

“You never have a second chance to make a first impression” is the advertising slogan of a men’s suit maker in 
the 1960s. It has new meaning and relevance today as a growing number of commercial conversations take 
place over span of time, using a variety of devices. After Web searches, consultations with trusted “friends” on 
social networks and navigating through e-commerce websites, the last thing that an individual prospect or 
customer wants to do rummage through their memory for a password or figure out the answers to “challenge 
questions.” 

For decades, bands of imposters have treated contact centers as the weakest links in enterprise efforts to 
prevent the hacks that lead to loss of customer data or wholesale theft of goods, services and money. Long 
ago, authentication procedures have replaced “How may I help you?” as the routine first step (more accurately, 
a barrier) to customer care or assistance. Procedures have been time-consuming, annoying and ineffective. The 
most popular practices include SMS-based delivery of “one-time-passwords” (OTP) and knowledge-based 
authentication (KBA). The former is vulnerable to rudimentary “man-in-the-middle” attacks and the latter largely 
relies on information that imposters can compile from publicly available sources.

Opus Research defines the term “Intelligent Authentication” (IAuth) to capture a range of solutions and offerings 
that have evolved since voice-based authentication to include additional biometric factors (facial, fingerprint, 
behavioral), fraud detection, digital orchestration, and continuous authentication.

Accelerating Along the Path to Maturity
From their inception, customer authentication initiatives were concerned solely with using a short list of factors 
to keep bad guys out while letting validated customers carry out their desired activities. PINs and passwords 
(something you know) prevailed, augmented by annoying challenge questions or other forms of knowledge-
based authentication (KBAs). Too often, they called for customers, themselves, to do the heavy lifting of 
remembering a password, answering a set of challenge questions or requesting and inputting a “one-time 
password” as it is displayed on a mobile phone or company-provided “dongle.”

Today’s solutions have to do a lot more. Remember: No customer calls or goes online to authenticate; they have 
a purpose or intent in mind and authentication is a necessary evil. They should be context-aware, meaning that 
they are able to take a customer’s location, past activity, transaction history and current intent into account in 
order to derive the level of risk to assign to a particular customer or activity. They should involve zero-effort or 
minimum effort on the part of a customer as they seek to establish a trusted communications link with a brand. 
The firms that support passive enrollment that can take place in the course of a conversation with a speech-
enabled IVR, virtual assistant or live agent earn higher ratings in our evaluation.

Eras of IAuth
IAuth solutions (both platforms and core technologies) evolved in parallel with (and in support of) digital 
transformation, intelligent assistants and conversational AI. It started slowly at the turn of the century, battling 
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concern over accuracy and cost-effectiveness. [See Figure 1 below to view the evolution of Intelligent 
Authentication.] Adoption and implementation accelerated significantly as end user acceptance was clearly 
demonstrated by early adopters in the mid-teens, and continued to accelerate as the return on investment was 
proven.

Figure 1:The Eras of Intelligent Authentication Continuum

h Inception (2000-2010): The “My Voice is My Password” approach acknowledged that callers were 
consciously using their voice (something they are) instead of a PIN or password (something you know). 
Solutions were rigid (text-dependent) and suspect, especially among security professionals who sought 

“zero false accepts.”

h Proof-of-Efficacy (2011-2017): Solution providers successfully enrolled a billion voiceprints into systems 
for banks, telecom companies, healthcare providers and government agencies to speed authentication and 
discourage fraudulent access. Real-time fraudster detection, employing multiple technologies, including 
Deep Neural Networking (DNN) in addition to passive voice biometrics, played a big role in justifying the 
investment.

h Integration/Orchestration (2018-2020): UX, Security, and IT architecture professionals join contact center 
operations staff to integrate a variety of biometrics, risk engines, UX design and other workflow management 
platforms into real-world solutions. All recognize the value of strong, real-time authentication to improve 
security, customer experience and personalization initiatives.

h Mass Adoption (aspirational): The solution made available by the firms included in this document broadened 
appeal by fulfilling real-world demand for strong, seamless authentication employing go-to-market strategies 
that make it affordable for all businesses who have an enduring relationship with their customers. In the post 
pandemic world, that means there’s opportunity in e-commerce, tele-health and e-government, in addition 
to banking, finance and telecommunications.
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Customer Perspective
“Project started April 2016, with the goal to support security, shorten the handling time and to 
reduce inconvenient security questions asked for authentication ... Main challenges were legal 
issues, because of the law for data protection and the question whether to do an opt-in or opt-out 
... After a few adjustments the business case could be delivered.”

—Global bank with 2.5M retail customers, 300K business customers, 500 call center agents

Focus on IAuth and Fraud Detection
A complete IAuth solution integrates authentication and fraud detection capabilities with the underlying channel 
technology, the business processes required to enable authentication (such as enrolment and verification) or 
fraud detection (such as watchlist and case management) and each other to enable secure customer service. 
In many enterprises this “stack” will consist of a mix of customized or packaged solutions from multiple 
vendors as well as internally developed capabilities. In Figure 2 (below), we break out the layers and conceptual 
components of this stack to help readers articulate their requirements more clearly.

As the market for Intelligent Authentication has matured over the last few years, we have seen the development 
of distinct areas of focus for vendors and interest to enterprises. Vendors can choose to specialize in one or two 

“core technologies” to support needs or requirements of application developers with integrate solutions. Another 
category of vendors takes a holistic view more aligned to our definition of IAuth and suited to addressing or 
orchestrating a full spectrum of authentication and fraud detection functions.

Figure 2: Defining the Intelligent Authentication Stack

Intelligent Authentication Solution

Fraud PreventionAuthentication

Authentication
Engine

Orchestration

Authentication Process Management Fraud Prevention Process Management

Fraud
Detector

Additional 
Authentication Engine

Enterprise
Service  and 
Transactional
ApplicationsAdditional Fraud

Detector

SOURCE: Opus Research (2020)
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Authentication Stack
The authentication stack, depicted in green above, consists of 2 core components of interest to enterprise users.

h Authentication Process Management - This layer provides the business user-facing features required to 
enable one or more core engines to be used in an authentication process such as managing user consent, 
enrolment and verification. In many cases, authentication components only expose an API that can be used 
by the end-user organisation or systems integrator to develop this component.

h Biometric or other Authentication Engine – The authentication component performs the pattern matching 
between contemporaneous input and stored templates. In the context of enterprise customer service, it is 
often a behavioural or physical biometric but can also include knowledge-based authentication processes. 
In addition to pattern matching must protect itself from understood vulnerabilities, such as spoofing or 
presentation attack detection.

Fraud Prevention Stack
Similarly, the Fraud Prevention stack similarly consists of 2 layers of interest:

h Fraud Prevention Process Management - This layer is where alarms from one or more detectors are used 
to evaluate the fraud risk of interactions and trigger the required business actions either in the form of case 
management or by communicating with other applications. 

h Fraud Detector - This is the component that interprets the signal received from the channel into meaningful 
results such as detecting anomalies in audio or signalling characteristics or matching known bad actors’ 
signatures.

Orchestration
The term “Orchestration” most often refers to the use of automation, algorithms or rules configure, manage, 
and coordinate computer systems, applications, and services. More specifically it can refer to resources that 
automate a process or workflow that involves many steps across a multiplicity of systems. In the context of 
IAuth, orchestration co-ordinates the authentication and fraud prevention processes using additional context 
from other enterprise transactional or service applications to determine whether interactions or transactions 
should be allowed to continue with or without additional authentication or fraud prevention steps. This is usually 
based on some for or “risk score” which in many cases to govern how a company should treat an individual or 
the specific task that he or she is carrying out.

Orchestration capabilities are often a source of differentiation for providers of full-blown IAuth platforms. A 
relatively small group solution providers have offerings that sit above Authentication, Fraud Prevention and 
Orchestration. Through connectors or APIs, they incorporate insights from databases associated with other 
applications or services that can govern assessment of perceived risk and, the actions that should be taken 
based on those assessments. 
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Customer Perspective
“Greatest challenge is to produce a scalable and secure system which can be deployed and 
consumed easily by businesses and consumers. ... [The solution] replaces all authentication 
with a voice and face biometric check which is managed by the system prior to being 
connected to an agent, thus saving agent call time as well as greatly increasing security.”

—Commercial Director at UK-based Information Security firm

Two Categories of Respondents
“Do I want a platform from a single vendor or best-of-breed technologies?” is an evergreen question that haunts 
Contact Center, CX and Security personnel, project managers and procurement professionals regardless of 
vertical industry or company size.

Customer Perspective
[For selecting a vendor, we wanted] a voice biometrics solution that would be contained 
within the same suite of applications as voice recording system and workforce management 
tool ... [It was important to have] ease of access from our users into a single system.

—Banking & Financial Services firm based in Asia-Pacific

To prepare this document, Opus Research conducted evaluation of the IAuth products and services of 20 
vendors – 7 “Platform Providers” and 13 suppliers of “Core Technology” that support Intelligent Authentication 
(IAuth) and fraud detection. These are part of the broad opportunity areas depicted in Figure 2: 

h Platform Providers: Offer turnkey solutions that support enrolment of voiceprints or other biometrics, 
active or passive authentication and fraud detection. They augment their offerings with flavors of analytics, 
machine learning and Deep Neural Networking (DNN) that power risk engines and fraud detection resources. 
A crucial differentiator is “Orchestration” which employs decisioning engines to inform other elements in the 
platform based on assessment of real-time input, such as the risk that a particular individual is who he or 
she claims to be, in a location one would expect them to be, using a device that is associated with them and 
that there are no other anomalies.

h Core Technology Providers: Category describes firms that have hired staff and made continuous 
investment in technologies that address the challenge of continuous, strong, friction-free authentication to 
support conversational commerce. 
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This document (Appendix A) provides brief profiles of each company’s IAuth offerings and also positions them on 
an “IAuth Landscape” based on the strength of their product offerings and market positions. 

Company Category Distinction

Aculab Core Tech API-enabled auth & security

Auraya Systems Core Tech Voice Biometrics specialist

Biocatch One To Watch Behavior biometrics, AI models

Daon Platform IdentityX platform orchestrates multi-factor auth

ID R&D Core Tech Cutting edge Voice Biometrics + face recognition, liveness detection

Interactions One To Watch Voice Authentication integrated into Intelligent Virtual Agent Platform

Journey One To Watch Orchestrating “Zero-knowledge” auth, mutual auth

LumenVox Core Tech ASR, TTS, Voice Biometrics, and Speech Analytics

N*$& Platform RT Authentication, RT Fraud Prevention, AI Continuous Fraudsters Exposure

Nuance Platform Largest Voice Biometrics footprint; Applying AI to fraud & orchestration

Nuestar-Trustid Core Tech Call center + digital

Omilia Platform Conversational self-service

Phonexia Core Tech VB, Speech Analytics

Pindrop Platform Risk-based auth; fraud detection; incorporating DNN

Sestek Core Tech Broad speech tech; active auth focus

Spitch Core Tech Core VB, Virtual Agent

Verbio Core Tech Voice Biometrics and Speech Processing

Verint Platform Voice and Behavioral Biometrics for Authentication and Fraud

VBG Core Tech Voice Biometrics specialist, SaaS model; APIs

VoiceIT Core Tech Ease of VB deployment and API differentiators

Figure 3: Firms Included in the Inelliview
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Evaluation Criteria for IAuth
To support purpose-driven conversations between brands and their customers, enterprises need to greet callers, 
visitors or interactions differently. To do so, they can now apply predictive analytics, deep neural networking and 
biometric-based authentication (fingerprints, voice, face, behavioral) to establish their identities and get down to 
business. The goal of these combination of technologies is Intelligent Authentication and Fraud Prevention.

In this document, Opus Research and SymNex Consulting evaluates the companies under investigation with the 
following attributes in mind: 

h Real-time
h Risk-aware
h Adaptive
h Multifactor – including behavioral biometrics
h Multi-layered

All of the firms under investigation are distinguished by the quality of their service offerings. However, they 
should not be subjected to identical evaluation criteria in order to assist readers in vendor selection.

Simply stated, Platform providers are rated highly for the completeness of their offering and their ability to 
orchestrate the performance of a variety of capabilities that span friction-free authentication. Core Technology 
providers, on the other hand, receive high ratings to reflect their investment in unique, distinguished 
technologies, along with connectors, APIs and a go-to-market approach that is flexible and makes it easy to be 
incorporated into broader solutions that respond to emerging security threats and CX challenges. 

Ones to Watch: New Intelligent Authentication�Aware Solutions
/PU�DBUFHPSZ�NFNCFST�CVU�DBUFHPSZ�DIBOHFST

We take special note of three firms that are included in this evaluation even though their product and services 
offerings do not map directly to the “Platform” or “Core Technology” categories. Opus Research considers them 
bellwethers or leading-edge providers of technologies that advance the concept of IAuth, even though there is 
no basis for head-to-head comparison with other firms in their respective categories. They have built formidable 
sets of services that combine the principles of IAuth and a subset of components of the overall solution stack. 

Journey.ai
Journey.ai offers a “Trusted Identity Platform” to address specific gaps in the digital infrastructure that 
supports conversational commerce, balancing security, privacy and customer experience across multiple 
channels. Its “zero trust” approach enables companies to use their mobile apps and smartphones to enroll 
both customers and agents and, then employs its resources to invoke a variety of authentication factors, 
including biometrics flexibly. It applies novel techniques for what it calls “mutual authentication” and 
includes behavioral biometrics as part of the mix of authentication factors in order to support continuous, 
friction free experience.
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BioCatch
Biocatch provides core behavioral biometric technology that builds profiles based on such actions as mouse 
movements, typing cadence, swipe patterns or device orientation that, when compared to population level 
profiling can detect fraudsters or imposters. Banks, insurance companies and credit card issuers are finding 
it to be an important tool for preventing “new account” fraud and detecting imposters, bots and use of 

“synthetic” people to gain access to existing accounts.  

Interactions LLC
Interactions is included because it offers proven voice biometrics-based authentication and fraud-detection 
capabilities as a natural complement to the broader Interactions’ voice virtual assistant. It is not marketed as 
a stand-alone, core technology; nor is it integrated into a broader IAuth Platform – with hooks into risk and 
decisioning engines. Opus Research believes that the enterprises that employ Interactions’ Intelligent Virtual 
Assistants will find its resources for enrollment and authentication an alternative worth evaluating.

Intelliview Maps for Platform and Core Technology Providers
To assist decision makers in evaluating competing solutions providers, Opus Research represents their 
positioning in a series of “Intelliview Maps. In reference to Figures 4, 5 and 6 that follow, we have arrayed the 
solution providers to relative market positioning and success. The size of the ovals on the Intelliview reflect two, 
all-important factors: 

h Product Completeness/Flexibility – Platform providers receive the highest assessments of “completeness”
when services and features cover all columns of the solutions stack: Authentication, Fraud Prevention,
Orchestration and Applications. Core Technology providers are judged by their relationships ability to
integrate with complete solution providers through connectors and applications program interfaces (APIs).

h Strategic Potential – For both Platform and Core Technology providers this metric captures how vision and
roadmap appeals to current and evolving technology requirements in contact center and beyond. Ability to
support multiple factors, such as behavioral biometrics, and incorporate new technologies like Deep Neural
Networking are a plus. In addition, the ability to support applications in IoT, intelligent endpoints and mobile.
Also taken into consideration are each company’s ecosystem of go-to-market partners, integrators and
developers.

The size of the ovals represent each vendor presence based on company-provided or publicly available 
information of current financial strength (revenue, profitability, financial banking, longevity and size of customer 
base).
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  The colors of the ovals relate to vendor category:

Platform Providers Core Technology Providers

Figure 4: 2020 Platform Provider Intelliview Map

h Among the leaders in Platform providers, Nuance and NICE stand out due to their comprehensive
authentication technologies, integrated fraud prevention offerings, and strong, established customer bases.
Solutions include Nuance’s Lightning Engine, ConversationPrint and DevicePrint, and NICE’s real-time
ENLIGHTEN Fraud Prevention, which leverages AI-infused speech analytics and behavior models to provide
real-time feedback to agents.

h Pindrop has distinguished itself with its patented technology for risk, fraud and identity verification,
leveraging risk-based authentication with access to a large, comprehensive fraudster database.

h Daon has global-scale production deployments, authenticating millions of identity transactions in multiple
biometric authentications.

h Verint has long-established expertise in customer engagement and speech analytics, building an emerging
roster of authentication and fraud prevention customers.
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h Omilia leverages close integration between its authentication engine and conversational AI platform to

provide a compelling solution to enterprises looking for both. Its authentication engine is also available as a
standalone component.

Figure 5: 2020 Core Technology Provider Intelliview Map

h LumenVox’s merger with VoiceTrust combines a capable Biometric solution provider with LumenVox’s
established speech recognition, partner relationships and deep integration experience. Voice Biometrics
Group (VBG) and Auraya are singularly focused on Voice Biometrics and with millions of enrolled users their
solutions benefit from this maturity and deep focus.

h ID R&D has focused on mobile and application use cases with impressive results from academic and
industry tests. Neustar, with the acquisition of TRUSTID, combines cross channels products for digital and
call center authentication and fraud use cases.

h VoiceIt’s unique as a service proposition requires only a credit card to get started and provides sufficient
sample code for the major platforms that develops can get started and deploy applications in hours not
months.

h Verbio and Spitch have developed voice biometrics capabilities alongside their wider speech technology
portfolio, have several deployments between them and are real challengers in their chosen markets. Aculab
brings more than 40 years of experience in signal processing and telephony technologies to challenge the
established players in the Voice Biometrics market.
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h Turkey-based Sestek includes voice authentication with a broad set of conversational solutions. Phonexia is
bringing its market leading government experience to the commercial market.

Figure 6: 2020 Combined IAuth Solution Provider Intelliview Map
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�+�%��Nuance
Headquarters: Burlington, MA, USA
Year business started: 1992 
Revenue: ~$1.5B 
Number of employees: ~8,500
6FRSH�RI�,$XWK�6HUYLFHV��
(QUROOPHQW�VXSSRUW�DQG�DFFRXQW�LQLWLDWLRQ: Supports enrollment across channels. In all deployments, a caller goes  
through a voice enrollment process either passively speaking with an agent in the case of a call center, or actively  
using a passphrase. For digital channels, enrollment can be triggered via APIs for voice, behavioral and facial  
biometrics.  

$XWKHQWLFDWLRQ: Nuance delivers a wide variety of authentication methods including Active (text-dependent) voice  
biometrics, Passive (text-independent) voice biometrics, call validation, ConversationPrint (choice of vocabulary,  
grammar and sentence structure), DevicePrint (a unique print used to identify the device based on acoustics and  
channel), Facial Recognition and Behavioral Biometrics. Nuance’s Lightning Engine allows for text independent  
authentication in the IVR, achieving high accuracy using very short utterances. Intelligent detectors provide familiarity  
or risk signals to provide confidence to the authentication decision. Nuance also provides the ability to add additional  
biometric and non-biometric modalities through plug-ins, and a built-in risk engine to manage the authentication and  
fraudster detection processes across multiple factors.   

)UDXG�3UHYHQWLRQ: Nuance provides the ability to detect fraud across voice and digital channels, and a consolidated  
view of risky activity across all channels. Nuance can detect and analyze all currently known fraud characteristics  
within channel (voice and digital). These include the identification of the voice characteristics of the fraudulent caller  
(voice biometrics), enabling the Fraudster’s detection, identification, and subsequent prosecution in a court of law  
based on biometric evidence. 

Nuance can detect a fraudster through their speech behavioral characteristics, notably their choice of vocabulary, 
grammar and sentence structure (ConversationPrint). Nuance provides the only fraud prevention solution to identify 
a fraudster with two independent biometric factors within the voice channel. In addition to voice and speech 
characteristics, Nuance can detect and analyze characteristics produced by the device (DeviceID) and the network 
(ChannelID) used to conduct the phone call. A unique print can be created to identify a fraudster’s device 
(DevicePrint). Beyond detecting audio characteristics in a call, Nuance can also detect fraudulent behavior, such as 
the use of bots, automated tools and call patterns. 

In addition, Nuance detects all known spoofing attacks within the phone channel, including recording attacks  
(Playback Detection), text-to-speech voice attacks (Synthetic Voice Detection) and phone number attacks (ANI  
Spoofing Detection). In digital channels, Nuance can help detect new account fraud and account takeover. Based on  
the patterns of user interaction with the device, Nuance can detect if it’s a human or a bot, if it’s behavior that appears 
to be fraudulent, or if it is consistent with the behavior of the legitimate user. Nuance can also detect suspicious  
activity in the session such as bots, remote access sessions, the use of untrustworthy VPNs or IPs, and other risky  
characteristics.  

&DSDELOLW\�2UFKHVWUDWLRQ: Nuance provides the ability to orchestrate the business logic behind the enrollment,  
authentication and fraud detection flows; the interaction between the solution and the customer’s infrastructure; and 
integrations with 3rd party systems within the customer environment. �

%LRPHWULF�)DFWRUV: Voice, Face, Fingerprint (can integrate results from fingerprint sensors, such as Touch ID), 
Behavioral biometrics. 

%HKDYLRUDO�)DFWRUV: ConversationPrint is a patent-pending technology that analyzes language patterns for  
authentication and fraud detection. Additionally, Nuance has a range of behavioral detectors that extend to voice and 
chat, for example, detecting type, tap, and text. 

&KDQQHO�)DFWRUV��Able to determine the device and model used during an interaction as well as changes and  
anomalies in the way the user is using a device. Determines if the device has changed to indicate a potential  
fraudulent call or web/mobile session. Analyzes the meta data in an interaction to identify inconsistencies and  
determine potential spoofing (i.e., a spoofed phone number). Detects geographic location via the phone network and 
network-based anomalies of all devices such as IP change and remote access sessions.  
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)UDXG�'HWHFWLRQ��:DWFKOLVWV���Nuance has a real-time and offline Fraud Detection capabilities that allows for the 
creation and management of watchlists. A watchlist can contain both biometric, device, and behavioral prints. As 
such, a watchlist can include voiceprints, ConversationPrints, and DevicePrints, along with additional metadata such 
as gender, language spoken, and other characteristics can variables that can be leveraged to prioritize alerts. 
Nuance DataShare consortium is a Nuance-based information sharing portal that allows a participant to share with 
other organizations certain data of individuals who are known to have committed or have attempted to commit a fraud 
against one or more organizations (the “DataShare Service”).  

2UFKHVWUDWLRQ��Nuance can orchestrate the business logic around enrollment and authentication flows and decision 
making. Confidence in the claimed identity can be based on multiple layers of security, including the biometric factors 
and additional familiarity and risk signals. 

������
������������: agent GUI shows the authentication status and result. The GUI does not require any action on 
the part of the agent or person interacting with the agent. In the standard, out-of-the-box GUI, results are displayed to 
the agent in easy to understand color coded responses, such as green for a successful authentication, red for an 
unsuccessful authentication and purple for the detection of a fraudster. In addition, the GUI can showcase additional 
metadata on the caller, including their voice classification, the caller’s ANI and any other metadata that could be of 
use to the agent. 

����������������������������	���������: Fraud will be detected and reported in a couple of ways. First, 
representatives can be notified when a caller's voice has matched the voiceprint of a known fraudster in the watchlist 
in real time. This allows the representative to take action immediately. Nuance also has offline capabilities that allow 
potential fraud to be investigated by fraud analysts and addressed after the fact, such as speaker clustering and 
backward search. 

,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�
Delivery Model: Both direct & channel  
Primary partners: Avaya, Cisco, KCOM, Genesys, Carahsoft, Accenture, Telstra, Diagenix, Vodafone, Deloitte 
Presidio 
Service Management: Provides a hosted cloud service; support for private cloud deployments will be available early 
2021. 
Size of professional services team: 700 global individuals  
Pricing: Tiered pricing, based on volume, per transaction – this allows price to adapt to different sizes and volumes of 
deployments  
IAuth intellectual property: 1450 R&D employees, 3,000+ patents  

)XWXUH�3ODQV�	�9LVLRQ 
Provide timeless seamless, efficient and accurate authentication and fraud prevention through biometric, across 
devices and interaction channels. Within 5 years, there will be no more knowledge-based authentication. Nuance will 
deliver a comprehensive Security solution to address all Enterprise authentication and fraud prevention needs, and 
continue to invest in core research, including the development of novel anti-spoofing technologies to stay ahead of 
emerging threats. 

.H\�'LIIHUHQWLDWRUV��
• Comprehensive integrated authentication and fraud prevention solution across digital and voice channels –

delivering end to end customer experience, with both on-device and server-side biometric processing.
• Industry leading authentication success rate and fraud prevention rate, outcome of continuous investment in

core technology (including 4th generation DNN). Notably, Lightning Engine allows for text independent
authentication in the IVR, achieving high accuracy using very short utterances.

• Customers report better ROIs than organizations that deploy competing solutions, higher fraud loss savings
and higher authentication success rates.

• Transparency, making all checks available to the customer to explain the detailed reason why a specific
authentication response was returned is much better than the black box approach.
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About SymNex Consulting

SymNex Consulting works with some of the most innovative and customer centric organisations 
to help them make the case for, design and implement transformational changes to the 
telephone welcome experience. Delivering dramatic improvements in the efficiency, security and 
convenience of these process through technology, pragmatism and behavioural understanding.


